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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to give a solution of the thermo-magnetic elasticity
problem, with respect to the one-dimensional case of elastic half-space being in
contact with vacuum under the action of a thermal shock on the surface of this
half-space. It is assumed that in the elastic medium and in the vacuum as well an
initial magnetic field exists, parallel to the plane, limiting the half-space. The plane
limiting the elastic half-space was suddenly heated to a constant temperature.

The essential physical effect of the solution given consists in the fact that
a coupled mechanical and electromagnetic wave in the medium exists, and
that there exists a radiation of the electromagnetic wave of discontinuity into the
vacuum.

Basing on general equations of thermo-magnetic elasticity given in [1] and [2],
an equation is derived by the present authors for an ideal conductor. Using this
simplification, it was possible to solve the problem in a closed form and to express
the electromagnetic perturbations explicitly by means of mechanical and thermal
effects. Moreover, fhis simplification enabled a simple demonstration of the effect
of the excitation of electromagnetic waves in the medium and in the vacuum, and
made possible the discussion of the solutions obtained. Supposing the existence
of a real conductor, initial equations become more complicated. The solution
of the problem of excitation of mechanical-electromagnetic waves for real conductor
induced by a thermal shock will be considered in a separate paper.

A large and general class of boundary problems is already solved in dynamical
thermo-elasticity [3]. The one-dimensional problem of propagation of the elastic
wave due to the action of thermal shock was solved in [4]. An analogical problem
of thermal-magnetic elasticity remains, so far we know, as yet unsolved. In the
next paragraph general equations of thermal-magnetic elasticity are given, as well
as the transition from a real conductor to an ideal one.
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26 S. K a 1 i s k i and W. N o w a c k i [26}

In the subsequent paragraph the boundary problem of the half-space is formulated,
and its solution, in a closed form is given. Finally, we point to the possibilities of
a further development of the problem.

2. General equations

For the case of an isotropic and homogeneous body the coupled mechanical-
thenno-electromagnetic problem (after being linearized) is described by the follow-
ing system of equations (cf. [1], [2]) *)

An. e dE Bft—lidu
rot h — —/H T- + J—s - -r-

c c dt c2 [at(2.1)

div h = 0, div D = 4nqe,
where

(2.2)

(2.3) c , ^ 4- ^~~ 4"d i v

The system of Eqs. (2.1) represents the equations of electrodynamics of slowly
moving media, the system (2.2) — the equations of displacement of the motion of
an elastic body and, finally, Eq. (2.3) represents the equation of thermal con-
ductivity. In the equations of electrodynamics we have thermal and mechanical
couplings, whereas in the equations of displacement and of thermal conductivity
we have terms representing electromagnetic couplings.

We denote by A and £ vectors of perturbed strength of magnetic and electric
fields, respectively; by/—'the vector of current density. H stands for the vector of
initial and constant magnetic field. Further, u denotes the vector of displacement
of the medium, T—the temperature as referred to the natural (strainless) state
of an elastic body. P stands for the vector of the volume force and Q — for the
intensity of heat sources.

The light velocity is denoted by c; n and e are magnetic and electric constants,
XQ — electric conductivity, «0.— the coefficient connecting the electric field with
the temperature gradient, n0 — the coefficient connecting the current density vector
with the vector of the density of heat flow**). Further, cP, cw denote the specific

*)The momentum of the electromagnetic field is defined as in [5]. By another definition
some terms in Eq. (2.2) disappear.

**)In a particular case this coefficient transforms into the Peltier's coefficient.
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heat at a constant pressure and constant volume, Ai — the coefficient of heat con-
ductivity, at — the coefficient of the linear thermal expansion, A, G — Lame con-
stants of an elastic body. Finally, we denote by Q the density of the elastic
medium and by Qe, —• the density of compound electric charges.

The system of Eqs. (2.1)—(2.3) may be considerably simplified, assuming for
an elastic medium E^ « 1, Then

(2.4) „** = _,+ _ --, „**._£_,

(2.5) Q~ = Gp2«+(A+G) grad div «+ -£ [/xff]+?-3a0 isfgrad T,

(2.6) Cwg: + -££_±L.|.d

Let us assume now that the medium is characterized by an ideal electric con-
ductivity, i.e. Ao = oo. This condition may be expressed by the coefficient KQ tending
simultaneously with Ao to infinity or not. Quite generally, let us assume KQ — x\ Ao,
where K\ •— constant.

From the third equation of the (2.4) group we have

(2.7) £ = « o g r a d r — -£-
c L "* .1

e dE
Neglecting in Maxwell's equations the displacement current — , - and

subsequently eliminating from equations (2.4)—(2.7) the vectors E, j , we obtain
the following system of equations

(2.8) Q ~ = Gp2D+(A+G) grad div v+ — [rot rot [VX.H]] XH —
Ot *\7t

c%\ dT dP du
— ~ ( r o t r o t grad T)XH—3at grad-^ + -jf^ v==~dt'

Let us observe that the terms HQ and 3r0, in view of rot grad q> = 0 and

divrot^=0,aredroppedfromtheequations,Thus,wecanput -^- before brackets*).

*) We assume the operator in brackets # const with respect to t.
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So we have

(2.10) g-y^ = G | 7 2 H + ( A + G ) grad divu + ^- [rot rot [uXH]]

(2.11) ''»T7i 5~ " l v ~ j ; ' 1̂ V T=Q.

3at Kgrad T+P,

In what follows we will neglect in Eq. (2.11) the term containing the velocity
of dilatation. This term, characterizing the thermo-mechanical coupling, is of a
very low value and therefore may be neglected.

3. One-dimensional half-space problem

We will now consider an elastic half-space being in contact with vacuum (Fig. 1).
The plane x3 = 0 is assumed to be heated suddenly to the temperature To, this
temperature being maintained constant. Let the vector of the initial magnetic field

Vacuum

Elastic medium

/ / ' *i

(h,E)

"3

Fig. 1

H= (Hi, 0, 0) be paralled to the axis * l t We assume further P = 0, Q = 0. Eqs.
(2.10) and (2.11) will become then of particularly simple form, namely:

d
 =

 3Kat dT

dt2
(3.1) * *J (*j L/ M^

(3.2)

where
dx\

Anq
1+2G,

Equations of electromagnetic field in vacuum are of the following form*)

/i ->\ d2A* <32/if d2E? d%E%
(3.3) 2̂ -—7s — __ f\ c 2 - — n

c ^ ; 2 dfi - ° i ,)X;2 ^ 2 - ° -

*) For the ^3 axis we retain the positive direction of vectors E* A* as for the axis of the
system without 's.
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The strength of perturbed electric and magnetic fields in an elastic medium may
be expressed by means of the following equations

(3.4) *.--*& *--£*£•
Boundary conditions of the problem assume the following form

(3.5) cr33+r33 - U = 0 , ES =E2i T=* TQH (t),

where, generally, an denotes the tensor of mechanical strains, Tij —• tensor of
Maxwell's stresses in an elastic body, and T*j—• tliat in vacuum, H{t) stands for
the Heaviside's function.

Expanding conditions (3.5) into an explicit form, we obtain the following
relations for X3 — 0

* - * « » •

We shall introduce new notations and variables

/ * _ ; * L !- — aXi _ a2t fr__ax>3

In this way Eqs. (3.1)—(3.3) will get the following form

(3.7) I a2 # a2
 <# _3atKrj

For C = 0 we have the following form of boundary conditions

(3.8) M ( C »

where

Assuming, for t < 0, the elastic medium to be in a stressless state, we shall
use —in order to solve Eqs. (3.7) — the Laplace transformation. Denoting the
Laplace transform of the function / (£ , r) by

we may write Eqs. (3.7) and the boundary conditions (3.8) in the following
form

(3.9) ^

(3.10) | H , { C — mof+j8oA*l:-o = O, |/i,*c+»^2«l{-o = 0 ,
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Solving the system of Eqs. (3.9) and taking into account (3.10), we obtain

m0

" p a

Mechanical strain may be calculated from formula:

(3.13) a\-\ = (A-\-2G) —r-^—3KatT = s \-r-? — mnl,\, s == j I ^ — m0 T, I,
2 ,

Substituting into the above expression for u the term from (3.11) and for T
the term from (3.12), we get the following formula

(314) 5,, = M \ e - K \ + & + J
(3.14) ff33 j e [ H ̂ f

The transform of h* may be obtained from (3.12) and (3.11)

(3.15) A * = _ N =
— PI P

and the transform of h from the formula (3.4)

Let us perform an inverse transformation oil the formulae (3.14)—(3.16). As
a result we get

M
(3.17) <r33(C, T) - " ( 1 + ^ 2 { ( l - ^ / i ( C r) ~f2(C, r) - PMC, r ) -

— CH-iS) Kl — 0) ft (C, T) - g2 (f, T)]> ,

(3.18) h* (£', T) = iV [* - 1+/S (C, T) - / ? (f, T)] ,

(3.19) A(:, T) - —P {(1 - 0)/x C, T) - / a (C, T) - /S/3(C, r) ~
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where
/j (£, r) = Hix - £), h (£, T) = e - : H(x ~ 0,

(3.20) fi (£, x) = e*-c erf | /^=£ #(r — 0 ,

ft (£', r) = ex~t' 7 erf j / r - £' ̂ - # (*-£' ±J, g l(£ t) - erfc I

. In a particular case when the thermo-elastic field is not coupled with the
mechanical-electromagnetic one (j8 = 0, v = 1), we obtain

(3.21) tf33(C,T)--J»ffea(:,T)-/a(:,T)]. /** = /* = 0.

The stress 033 from the above formula represents the known solution of
W. I. Danilovskaya [4] for a non-coupled problem. We will now analyze the
stress (T33 (£, T) in formula (3.17). Let us observe, first, that the functions gi and g%
are of diffusional character, whereas the functions/i,/2 and/3 correspond to a pro-
pagating wave. For x finite and f -> 00 the stress vanishes. For T finite and C = 0,
we obtain

(3.22) 0-33 (0, T) = - ( q ! ^ 0 2 1 * ( 1 " erf ]/T) - 1 + 0 ] .

The mechanical part of the stress #33 — for f = 0 —• differs from 0. Only after
adjoining the term r3 3 — T3*3 (conformly to (3.5)) reduces it to 0. The stress vanishes
if P -> 0, i.e. if the coupling does not exist.

Let us consider an arbitrary cross-section f = const inside the elastic medium.
In the elastic half-space a term of stress cr33 w'll appear in this cross-section, related
with functions gx and Zi- At the moment T = £ (it means for t = x^a) at the cross-
-section considered the front of a modified elastic wave arrives, propagating with
velocity a, i.e. faster than the sound velocity. This wave is characterized by the
functions/i,/2 and/3 . The transition of the modified elastic wave across the cross-
-section is accompanied by a jump in the stress T33, the value of this jump being
M/(l+/3) #. Let us note that this value is constant. For t, > x the stress decreases
and for £ -> 00 it attains the asymptotic value M( l — #)/(l+/})#2.

In the case of non-coupled problem (•& — I) j3 = 0 the wave propagates
with a velocity a0 and the value of the stress jump will be M. For £ > r the stress
rapidly decreases and for £ -> 00 it tends to 0. The course of the function h (£, r)
in the elastic medium is analogous to the course of the stress 033, as it appears
from the juxtaposition of the formulae (3.17) and (3.19). The modified electroma-
gnetic wave propagates with the velocity a = \/al+H, i.e. with the same velocity
as the modified elastic wave. For x = £ the function h (£, x) shows a discontinuity,
the value of which is of Pft.
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The function A* (£', T) may be expressed by the following formula

(3.23) h*(C, T) = N[# — 1 -\-e*~< erfc J / T — a £ ' ] H ( r ~ a C ) , a = ~ .
c

This wave propagates in vacuum with the velocity of light. On the front wave
of discontinuity, it means for T — a£' (t = x'^c) the value of the function h* is
constant, Nft =

a-fga

Fig. 2

In the cross-section £' = 0 we have

h* (0, T) — N [&+(er erfc ] / T — 1)] > -&N.

The solutions for the functions h, h* and <r33 on the phase plane are shown in
Fig. 2.

Conclusions

From the above considerations it appears that as a result of the action of the
thermal shock a modified elastic wave and an electromagnetic wave h propagate
in an elastic medium; there occurs also the radiation of the electromagnetic wave
into the vacuum.

Besides a manifest theoretical interest in describing the coupled phenomena
occurring in an elastic body, the solution obtained is of essential value for the meas-
urement technique.

An ideal conductor being assumed, we obtained only one reflected wave of
discontinuity jointly for the mechanical and electromagnetic waves. Nevertheless,
this assumption enabled us to express the thermo-elastic and electromagnetic effects
in a closed foim.
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A more accurate approach to the problem — taking into account the finite
conductivity and the displacement currents — should result in obtaining for both
thermo-elastic and electromagnetic fields two reflected waves of discontinuity
propagating with the velocity of the order of velocity of sound and light in the
medium. The amplitude of waves propagating, with a velocity of the order of velocity
of light n the medium is insignificant and, generally speaking, may be neglected —
as it was done in the present paper.

In some problems, however, a more accurate approach may be also of practical
value. The present authors intend to consider the problem in a separate paper,
taking into account the finite conductivity.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICS OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA, INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

(ZAKLAD MECHANIKI OSRODKOW CIAGtYCH, INSTYTUT PODSTAWOWYCH PROBLEM6W
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C. KAJlHCKMfl H B. HOBALl,KHft, BCBEYiKflEHHE MEXAHHKO-3JIEKTPOMAr-
HMTHWX BOJIH I1PH BO3/JEftCTBHH TEPMHHECKHM UIOKOM

B pa6oTe npeflCTaBjieHo peuieirae npo6jieMbi TepMO-MarHfrro-ynpyrocTH,

KacaiomeecH KpaeBOH 3a,n;ara ynpyroro nojiynpocTpancTBa, coxpairaiomero KOH-

c BaicyyMOM.

IIpn npeflnonoaceHHH, HTO B ynpyroS cpe#e H B BaxyyMe cymecTByeT nepBO-

MarHHTHoe nojie c BeKTopoM, napajiJiejibHHM K IUIOCKOCTH, orpaHH-

ynpyroe nojiynpocTpaHCTBO, orpaHHimBaioiu;aa IIJIOCKOCTB HarpeBaeTca

B MOMeHT t — 0 ox HyjieBoft TeMnepaTypH, oxBenaiomeH COCTOHHHIO Tejia, JIHIUCH-

HOMy HanpaaceHHH, ao TeMnepaTypbi To.

B § 2 npHBojniTCH o6mee ypaBHeHHe TepMo-MarHHTo-ynpyrocTH

MeHHO c nepexoflOM OT fleficTBHTejibHoro npoBOAHHKa K H^eajibHOMy

HHKy, B § 3 AaeTca 4>opMyjiHpoBKa H peuieHiie KpaeBOH 3aflaHH, a B § 4

BO3MOKHOCTH flajibneHiuero pa3BHTHH npoGjieMbi.

OH3HHecKH cymecTBeHHbiM 3(b4>eKTOM peuieHHH KpaeBOH

flOKa3aTejibCTBO cymecTBOBaHHa B cpeae McumjjHUHpoBaHHbix BOJIH — MexaHH-

HeCKOH H 3JieKTpOMarHHTHOH, a TaK^Ce KOHCTaTHpOBaHHe H3JiyHeHH5I SJieKTpO-

MarHHTHOH pa3pbiBHOH BOJIHH B BaicyyM npa BO3fleflcTBHH TepMHnecKoro moKa

Ha noBepxHocTH nojiynpocTpaHCTBa.


